
 
 

 

 

 
AE2240 Instructional Technology 
 

1. Name of Instructor: Jorge Arroyo 

2. Title of Lesson: Learning the Pen Tool in Adobe Illustrator. 

3. Culture and Context: 8th Grade, Three 1.5 hour classes, Multimedia Computer Lab.  

4. Desired Result: Learning how to create complex vectorized shapes.  

5. Evidence of Desired Result: Successfully create an image that incorporates complex vectorized 
shapes. This image can be representational or be abstract in nature as long as it follows the 
project criteria.  

6. Objectives: Students will learn how to use the Pen Tool in Illustrator. From there, they will also 
learn the various aspects of the Pen Tool that allows them to add, subtract, and manipulate 
anchor points on their shapes. Students will practice with the tool by creating a small image that 
incorporates a variety of shapes. This image can be representational of a real-life object or 
abstract as long as the criteria for the shapes are met.   

7. Colorado Visual Arts Standards covered in the lesson: Eight Grade Level Expectations 

1.  Observe 
and Learn to 
Comprehend 

1. Conceptual art theories explain how works of art are created 

2. The history of art, world cultures, and artistic styles influence contemporary 
art concerns 

3. Art criticism strategies are used to analyze, interpret, and make informed 
judgments about works of art 

2.  Envision 
and Critique to 
Reflect 

1. Visual literacy skills help to establish personal meaning and artistic intent in 
works of art 

2. Key concepts, issues, and themes in the visual arts can solve problems 
using real-world applications 

3.  Invent and 
Discover to 
Create 

1. Achieve artistic purpose to communicate intent 

2. Demonstrate technical proficiency and craftsmanship when planning 

3. Utilize current and available technology to refine an idea, and create original 
and imaginative works of art 

4.  Relate and 
Connect to 
Transfer 

1. Visual arts are valuable for a variety of art and non-art related lifelong 
endeavors 

2. Cultural traditions and events impact visual arts within a community 

3. Visual arts provide an opportunity to explore sustainable environments, 
design and architecture 

8. Materials list:  

a. Illustrator CC-enabled computer system  

b. Pencil or pen 



 
 

 

 

c. Paper or sketchbook for rough thumbnails 

9. Art Vocabulary 
Pen Tool - Tool in Illustrator that allows one to create either simple or complex shapes by 
creating anchor points joined by a singular path. 
Vectorized Graphics - The use of polygons to create computer graphics. Vector graphics are 
based on vectors, which lead through locations called control points or nodes. This allows 
graphics to be up or down-scaled without loss of image integrity. 
Anchor - Point on a shape that can be manipulated to change a shape’s form. 
Illustrator CC - A vectorized graphic creation tool made by Adobe. Comes equipped with a 
wealth of graphic creation tools.  

10. Accomodations and Modifications: 
Students can be given one-on-one instruction on how to use the identified tools and figure out 
what concepts and principles need to be clarified. From there, further instruction can occur.  

11. Step-by-Step Instructional Set: 
Day One 
First step (30 min): Students will give given a brief explanation of vector graphics and their use 
in graphic design and how vectorized graphics are created. Included will be various examples of 
vectorized artwork ranging from logos to vectorized images. 
Second step (30 min): Students will be given an overview of the Pen Tool and its role in Adobe 
Illustrator. Teacher will provide a demo, creating various shapes using the Pen Tool. Teacher 
will also explain the various modes of the Pen Tool such as Add/Subtract Anchor Point and 
Anchor Point Tool.  
Third step (15 min): Brief Question and Answer session of address any confusion or review any 
of the material.  
Fourth step (10 min): Students will be allowed to start sketching ideas for images they want to 
create using the Pen Tool.  
Fifth step (5 min): Students will be allowed to log off computers and pack up for the rest of the 
period. 
Day Two  
(1.5 hrs): Students will be allowed to work on images. Teacher will be present and constantly 
engage with students on their images and their use of Illustrator.  
Day Three 
First part of class (45 min): Students will be given extra time to complete their work.  
Second part of class (40 min): Students will hand in work to teacher. Teacher will then critique 
and review the work with each respective student.  
Last part of class (5 min): Students will be allowed to log off computers and pack up for the rest 
of the period. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

12. Visual examples:  

 

 

 


